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(15) Dern vs. Markos 
Women’s Strawweight Bout 
 
The second fight on the main card, but the start of  our gambling night, features two grapplers in 
the Women’s Strawweight division. Mackenzie Dern is a Brazilian Jiu Jitsu black belt and legit 
submission artist. She’s a rising star at 8-1 with five submission victories, including one by 
omoplata. Her lone loss came to Amanda Ribas, 
another young and rising grappler in this division. 
Ribas is a common opponent of  Dern and Markos, 
and is Markos’ most recent. Markos fell to Ribas by 
unanimous decision, same as Dern. Ashley Yoder is 
another common opponent of  these women, each of  
whom beat Yoder by split decision. Markos is always 
hanging around the bubble of  the top 15, but has 
gone exactly .500 since 2015, she’s 6-6-1 over that 
period of  time. She’s had some solid wins over Carla 
Esparza and Angie Hill, but has fallen to most of  her 
higher quality opponents, including Claudia Gadelha, 
Nina Aseroff, Karolina Kowalkiewicz, Alexa Grasso 
and Cortney Casey by armbar. Markos is a busy 
striker, constantly moving in and out, and changing 
her angles. Her lead leg is always a threat, she has a 
strong jab and quick combinations. She has some 
power on her hooks and uppercuts but isn’t 
devastating. She has great body strength and strong 
throws from the clinch. On the ground, she controls 
position very well and transitions smoothly. She works 
her elbows in side control, and looks to posture up and 
land both hands from half  guard. In her last fight, it 
was Markos being held to the ground eating shots. She 
did manage to get to her feet, but was tired and mostly 
ineffective before being taken down again in the third. 
Granted Amanda Ribas is an elite grappler, but so is 
Mackenzie Dern. As a striker, Dern is a moving target who, like Markos, sets up a stiff  jab by 
changing her angles and moving laterally. Dern usually follows her jab with a strong right hook, 
but she does sometimes leave herself  open to damage when she throws it. She’s also susceptible to 
damage to her lead leg. Dern’s stand up offense is relatively one-dimensional, and I have to think 
Markos is going to have the striking advantage. Markos will likely have the advantage in the 
clinch too, she’s the stronger of  the two and has shown much better offense there than Dern has. 
Dern has a strong single leg takedown and good hip tosses. On the ground, she has a wide variety 
of  submissions, and they’re all she’s really working for. She doesn’t always end up on top of  her 
takedown attempts, but she doesn’t need to be on top to find submissions, she just wants the fight 
on the ground. Coming into this fight, Markos’ gameplan has to be the exact opposite. She’ll 
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likely look to get her hips low and stuff 
the head on Dern’s single leg attempts, 
and keep the fight standing. If  the fight 
goes to the ground, Dern will be 
dangerous, but I don’t think she’ll be able 
to get Markos down or keep her there for 
long, I like this one to go the distance, 
and I like Markos on the moneyline, 

 

The Picks 

High Confidence Pick: 
Fight to Go the Distance -110 

6.6u/6.0u 

Confident Pick: 
Markos Moneyline +140 

2.75u/3.85u 

Value Play: 
Markos by Decision +200 

1.5u/3.0u 

Hedge Play: 
Dern by Submission +145 

2.75u/4.0u 
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(11) Walker vs. (12) Spann 
Light Heavyweight Bout 
 
This light heavyweight bout features two power strikers of  similar age and experience. Both 
earned their UFC deals on Dana White’s Contender Series, and they come into this fight with 
almost identical records: Spann 18-5 with 15 finishes, Walker 17-5 with 11 finishes. For all the 
similarities between these fighters there are some 
differences in their recent performances. Spann has 
won all four of  his UFC fights and has done so in 
impressive fashion against solid competition. Walker 
started off  3-0 in the UFC, starching Khalil Rountree, 
Justin Ledet and Misha Cirkunov, all in under two 
minutes, before losing his most recent two bouts to 
Corey Anderson by knockout and Nikita Krylov by 
unanimous decision. Walker takes a very wide karate 
style stance and uses his reach to keep distance. He’s 
certainly not a volume striker but he’s got power in 
those long arms. He has great head movement and 
footwork but seems to throw a lot more faints than 
strikes. He’s clinical in the Thai clinch, bombing short 
knees and elbows. His ground and pound is vicious but 
his opponents are usually out by the time they get to the 
canvas anyway, so we haven’t really seen much of  his 
ground offense in his career. The faints he throws aren’t 
just for show, he’s very creative in the ways he sets up 
unorthodox strikes like his hook kicks and flying knees. 
Walker did show some pretty good takedown defense 
against Corey Anderson before being stunned, but 
showed even more before being officially finished. We 
learned more about Walker in his unanimous decision 
loss to Nikita Kylov. Walker’s ground game was 
exposed, as he was dumped to his back early in the first 
two rounds and spent almost the entirety of  both 
rounds on his back, before reversing position and 
landing some vicious ground & pound. In the third he was again held to the canvas, and I believe 
the book is now out on how to beat Walker. He struggles against wrestlers and guys with strong 
top control skills. Spann has shown that he can be that guy when the moment calls for it. He has 
great undertook trips, some nasty ground & pound and is heavy with his hips on top. He works 
for arm triangles when his top striking slows down. Spann is usually moving forward on his feet. 
He has strong straight punches and good fundamentals. He keeps his head off  the line well and 
has a great counter right hook. Anytime he gets shot on, or any time there’s a grappling scramble, 
his guillotine is a threat. Spann is good at pushing his opponents against the fence in the clinch, 
where he can land elbows & knees. He has powerful hooks and a mean uppercut, Walker isn’t the 
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only one in this fight with knockout power. 
Spann attacked Sam Alvey with a wrestling-
heavy approach early, and I think he’ll do 
the same against Walker, keeping in mind 
his assumed grappling advantage. Unlike 
Alvey, I don’t think Walker will be able to 
escape to his feet. I don’t think Spann is 
strong enough on top to purely dominate 
Walker the way Krylov did, but I do think 
he’ll be able to use his grappling to avoid 
damage and possibly find a submission. If  
Spann tries to stand and swing with Walker 
for 15 minutes, he’s going to get knocked 
out. If  this does end up going to a decision I 
lean in favor of  Spann, but I really don’t 
think it’s likely that the fight lasts that long. 

 

The Picks 

High Confidence Pick: 
Under 2.5 Rounds -217 

10.85u/5.0u 

Value Plays* 
Spann by Submission +480 

1.2u/5.76u 
Walker by KO/TKO+120 

1.0u/1.2u 

Hedge Play 
Spann by Decision +390 

2.05u/8.0u 

*Pair the value plays, Walker KO/TKO 
hedges Spann Submission 
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Chimaev vs. Meerschaert 
Middleweight Bout 

 
Khamzat Chimaev is one of  the most exciting young fighters in the UFC today. He’s a ground & 
pound machine, an absolute freak of  nature with his wrestling, and fights a very similar style to 
that of  Khabib Nurmagomedov. He has elite wrestling and top control skills, finds lanes to land 
vicious shots in top mount, and has brutalized each of  his opponents until they went to sleep. If  
they didn’t, he’s tapped them out with his chokes. 
He’s 8-0 as a professional, and every fight has been 
finished, most recently Rhys McKee and John 
Phillips just one week apart. He absorbed two total 
strikes over those two fights. Khamzat is a big and 
powerful striker who looks to land stunning strikes, 
immediately drop his level to a double leg and 
control the action on the ground. He’s an educated 
and talented wrestler who controls the legs and 
hands to open up his elbows and fists. What’s most 
impressive about Chimaev’s ground striking is that 
he doesn’t need a lot of  room to generate a powerful 
strike. This dude just smashes people. He’s always 
down to fight. He tried t o fight Kevin Holland in 
the hotel before media day. He tried to fly to Russia 
and fight Connor McGregor when Connor was 
disrespecting Russia. Khamzat Chimaev lives to 
smash people, but he has yet to face a high caliber 
opponent in his eight-fight career. Gerald 
Meerschaert feels confident in his ability to stop the 
hype train around Chimaev despite the fact that the 
UFC has already booked Chimaev’s next fight 
against Demian Maia. Meerschaert is a legit Jiu 
Jitsu black belt currently tied for the Middleweight 
submission all-time lead, and he would like to 
separate himself  as the all time leader. That being 
said, Meerschaert hasn’t submitted anyone of  Chimaev’s caliber in his career. What I’m 
concerned about for Meerschaert in his fight isn’t his grappling offense, but his takedown defense 
and his ability to find a submission off  his back. Quite honestly, that’s the only way GM3 wins 
this fight. If  he can find a guillotine or triangle from his back, he has a chance to choke Khamzat 
and win the fight. Outside of  that possibility, this matchup is all Chimaev. He’s the stronger and 
more powerful fighter, and Meerschaert has struggled to get back to his feet against worse 
grapplers. The only fighter Meerschaert has fought with similar power to that of  Chimaev was 
Thiago Santos, who put GM3 to sleep in the second round. I said a few weeks ago that I didn’t 
even need to scout this fight to know what was going to happen. I still feel that way after watching 
the film, I just hope that Chimaev isn’t looking at this fight the same way that I am. He already 
has his next one scheduled and, as we can clearly tell from his statements leading up to this fight, 
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he believes Meerschaert isn’t anywhere 
close to his level as a fighter. If  he looks 
past this fight and ahead towards Maia, 
he’s going to create a challenge for 
himself  against the dangerous 
Meerschart. That being said, it’s not 
going to happen. Don’t overthink this, 
Chimaev is going to finish this fight. 
Early.

 

The Picks 

High Confidence Pick: 
Chimaev Inside the Distance -200 

8.0u/4.0u 

Confident Picks: 
Chimaev by KO/TKO +160 

2.5u/4.0u 
Chimaev to Win in Round One +150 

2.5u/3.75u 

Hedge Play 
Meerschaert by Submission +650 

1.0/6.5 
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(14) Cerrone vs. Price 
Welterweight Bout 
 
Cowboy Cerrone has been a staple in the UFC for almost a decade. His 51 professional fights 
make him the clearly more experienced fighter in this one, but Price comes in with six finishes in 
eleven UFC fights, and is looking to make his name by beating Cerrone in this co-main event. 
Price, a jiu jitsu brown belt, burst onto the 
welterweight scene with a first round arm 
triangle victory over Brandon Thatch, but 
what Price is known for is his power. He has 
eleven TKO wins in his twenty-fight 
professional career. It should be twelve, but 
the NC result on his record is because of  a 
failed drug test, post-fight after a win by KO, 
for a substance that is no longer banned by 
the UFC/USADA. That being said, the final 
flurry was one of  his only shining moments of  
that fight against Alex Morono. He has a long 
reach and is successful fighting at distance, 
but often times gets stuck in the pocket and 
takes damage on counters. He has a tendency 
to put too much into his punches and kicks, 
and gets countered often. These tendencies 
cost him big time in his first round TKO loss 
to Abdul Razak Alhassan. Price came back 
with a first round TKO of  his own over Tim 
Means but, again, he found a knockout while 
arguably losing the round. Against Geoff  
Neal, Price got desperate and chased a KO 
early in the second round, which he 
sometimes tends to do. When this happens, he 
gasses himself  out trying to chain together 
power shots and, in that fight, he spent the 
rest of  the round on his back before being 
knocked out. If  there’s anything to be drawn 
from Price’s KO victory by upkick over James 
Vick, it’s that he’s creative and can finish the fight by KO from anywhere, even his back, which 
he’s now done twice in his career. Approaching Price’s fights as a gambler is always tricky 
because, even if  he isn’t the better fighter, he can stop the fight at any moment. Most of  the time 
when someone finds a KO in a fight they’re losing, they were at least landing something that lead 
to it. Price’s finishes seem to come out of  absolutely nowhere. It’ll be interesting to see if  he can 
find that knockout against a guy like Donald Cerrone. Cerrone is still notoriously one of  the most 
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active fighters on the roster and will be competing for the third time this year, again looking for 
his first win since beating Al 
Iaquinta by unanimous decision last 
May. Since then he’s been KO’d 
three times and lost a unanimous 
decision against four of  the best 
fighters in the welterweight and 
lightweight divisions. Cerrone’s a 
balanced fighter who’s not really 
elite at anything but is pretty good 
at everything. He can finish fights 
with a variety of  submissions or 
with his fists and feet. He’s a 
disciplined striker who takes what 
his opponents give him. He mostly 
sticks to his kickboxing 
fundamentals, has quick and 
effective straight punches, works the 
body with his punches and his kicks, 
and works low leg kicks when they 
present themselves. He picks good spots to move forward and pressure, and he’s always looking to 
control the center of  the octagon. He has a stiff  jab, powerful hooks and has the ability to time 
up one-shot KOs. On the ground, he’s an active and crushing presence on top. He looks to beat 
his opponents down with elbows and hammer fists until submission opportunities present 
themselves. He’s patient on his takedown attempts and, a lot of  the time, finds takedowns 
countering body kicks. I think he’ll be able to time up at least one takedown against Price. This 
fight is safest for Cowboy on the ground, where he’ll have a wrestling advantage and be able to 
land some clean shots. All things considered, Cowboy is the better and more well rounded fighter 
in this fight. For my money, the only way he loses is by KO, we’ve seen Price find sneaky kill shots 

while behind on the cards plenty 
of  times before, and we’ve seen 
Cerrone eat some nasty counters 
while moving forward late in fights. 
If  Price is to find a knockout, it 
won’t happen early. For Cerrone, 
this is a very winnable matchup to 
get him back into fights with some 
bigger names. I think he’ll pick his 
spots to move forward into the 
pocket wisely, and take advantage 
when Price doesn’t move out. 
Once Price moves forward, 
Cerrone will look to tie him up.  
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The Picks 

High Confidence Pick: 
Over 1.5 Rounds -115 

5.7u/5.0u 

Confident Pick: 
Cerrone Moneyline +140 

3.5u/4.9u 

Value Play: 
Cerrone by Decision +500 

1.0u/5.0u 

Hedge Play: 
Price by KO/TKO +120 

3.5u/4.2u 
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(2) Covington vs. (5) Woodley 
Welterweight Bout 

 
Headlining this stacked main card is a matchup of  two top-five welterweight contenders and 
former UFC welterweight champions (or interim champion, in Covington’s case.) Both fighters 
are looking for a bounce-back win, and perhaps Woodley needs it more. Woodley had defended 
the belt four times before losing a unanimous decision 
to Kamaru Usman early last year. Woodley had 
planned on getting that rebound win against Leon 
Edwards, but, at the peak of  COVID travel 
restrictions, the fight was cancelled and the UFC 
made the Woodley vs. Burns fight for May. Gilbert 
pretty much controlled Woodley in a similar fashion 
to the way Kamaru Usman did, so it’s safe to say the 
book is out on how to beat him at this point in his 
career. At one point one of  the best defensive 
wrestlers in the UFC, Woodley just hasn’t looked the 
way he used to in that department recently. Granted 
each of  his two recent losses were against elite 
grapplers, but his upcoming opponent is one of  the 
most active and effective wrestlers in any division 
right now. Woodley has spoken openly during this 
camp about wanting to “let his hands go again” in 
this fight, acknowledging the criticisms that, lately, he 
looks hesitant, almost like he’s just trying not to gas 
himself  out. The measured, five-round approach 
Woodley developed as a champion cost him the Burns 
fight in a number of  different ways. Woodley is a 
power puncher and has looked land powerful 
counters, but his output has been lacking and we 
haven’t seen the attacks in bursts, moving forward, 
that we’re used to seeing from him. Early in the first 
round against Burns, Woodley was knocked down by a right hook and Burns held top mount for 
pretty much the rest of  the round. Woodley got out, but knew he had already lost the round and 
was visibly just waiting for the bell. When he did move forward, he got hit with level changes, 
taken down, and controlled. That’s one of  the main sticking points for me approaching this fight 
from a gambling perspective. If  Woodley is going to win this fight, he needs to be patient, but he’s 
going to have to bite down on his mouth guard, move forward and let his hands go. Covington is 
a volume striker, one of  the best there is. His output is staggering, and Tyron is going to struggle 
to keep up with Covington’s pace. Colby’s going to look to stick & move, so Woodley’s going to 
have to work his way inside with his body uppercuts to slow down the pace. When he does try to 
move forward, there are two ways that Covington will counter: with low leg kicks, and with level 
changes and angle changes into single and double leg takedowns. There are very few fighters in 
this division who can mix up their striking with their wrestling the way Covington can. I don’t 
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think Covington is going to be able to 
hold Woodley down the way Usman 
and Burns did, but that’s the purpose 
of  his grappling attacks. He fits the 
“Chaos” nickname both on his feet 
and with his takedowns, averaging 5.6 
per 15-minutes. His scrambling skills 
are excellent, and he chains together 
his ground transitions very smoothly. 
Once his opponents are back to their 
feet, he presses forward again. His 
gameplan is simple, be in better shape 
than his opponent, and force 
conditioning to be a factor. While 
Covington’s takedowns are an obvious 
concern for Woodley, let’s not forget 
that Woodley had the best takedown 
defense percentage in the division 
before his loss to Usman. Though it hasn’t shown in his recent fights, Woodley does have those 
skills. The trouble he’ll have defending Covington’s attempts is that he just doesn’t stop. Once he’s 
in on the legs, he keeps working until the fight is on the canvas. On his way there and on the way 
out, he dishes out knees and elbows in the clinch. From his feet, he’s an intelligent striker who 
knows how to pressure opponents with his jabs, combos, and low kicks. He likes to stick and move 
but the action is quick and he doesn’t wait long to move forward. The story of  this fight is going 
to be the pace dictated by Covington. Regardless of  whether he’s actually able to get Woodley to 
the ground, and I believe he will be, the attempts will still serve to pressure Woodley and keep 
him where he’s vulnerable and not a threat. Much like Robbie Lawler when he fought 
Covington, Woodley isn’t going to have a chance to breathe. Both fighters possess a lot of  power, 

but also proven chins. I’m expecting a five-
round brawl with no shortage of  fireworks 
or ground action in favor of  Covington. 
You can never count Woodley’s right 
overhand out, and Covington was TKO’d 
by Usman, though Usman is much better 
able to survive and roll with Covington’s 
pace over five rounds than Woodley is.  
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The Picks 

High Confidence Pick: 
Covington by Decision -145 

10.14u/7.0u 

Hedge Plays 
Woodley Moneyline  +300 

1.5u/4.5u 
Covington Inside the Distance +315 

2.0u/6.3u 
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Legal Disclaimer 

When you purchase this report, you agree that you have read and understand 
the details of  the disclaimer, agree to the disclaimer, and release SCOTO Bets 
email/website/social media of  any and all liability/responsibility for any 
actions or in-actions. 

You must be at least 21 years old to purchase this report. SCOTO Bets is not 
liable for any direct, indirect, or incidental, consequential, or punitive 
damages arising from using the advice available in this report or its content. 

All advice and consultations are intended to offer an insight into Mixed 
Martial Arts events and meant for entertainment purpose only. This advice 
does not in any way constitute legal, financial, or professional advice. 
SCOTO Bets will not be liable for any loss resulting from negligence on our/
your behalf, or for fraudulent misrepresentation. You understand that the use 
of  this report is merely for referencing and entertainment purposes and is not 
intended to be regarded as professional judgment or advice. 

Since references to the future and outcomes are based on potentials, 
possibilities, and probabilities at the time of  the writing based on information 
available and due to interpretation of  past results, you understand that there 
is no guarantee on the accuracy rate of  a prediction, or consultation and it is 
not fortune-telling, nor does this report or SCOTO Bets imply or infer such. 

Furthermore, SCOTO Bets does not represent that: 

The services will meet your requirements 

The services will be uninterrupted, timely, secure or error free 

Any results obtained from using the services will be accurate, complete or 
current 
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SCOTO Bets or anyone involved with the provision of  these services shall not 
be liable for any damages arising from the inability to use the services or from 
errors caused by negligence or otherwise. We are not liable for delays in 
providing information or carrying out our obligations due to factors beyond 
our control. When you purchase this report, you agree that you are using the 
service at your own discretion. 

SPORTS GAMBLING OUTSIDE OF STATE AND FEDERAL 
APPROVED AND SANCTIONED VENDORS AND REGULATIONS IS 
ILLEGAL 

PURCHASE AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION ALL SALES 
ARE FULL AND FINAL , NO REFUNDS OR 
EXCHANGES. 
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